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B03M0)KH0CTb Ka11116pOBKl1 11,enTpaJibHOl'O KaJiop11MeTpa soc 
B COCTaBe yCTaHOBKl1 C IlOMOW:b!O peaK11,11ii: 
p + p ➔ W(ev) + X11p + p ➔ z)(e+e-) + jet 
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PaCCMOTpeHa B03M0)KH0CTb KaJI116pOBKl1 11,eHTpaJibHblX KaJIOp11MeTpOB soc B COCTaBe ycrn
HOBKl1. Ilpe,1nonaraeTC51, qTO KaJI116pOBKa 6y,1eT c,1eJiaHa C IlOMOW:b!O OT,leJibHbIX :meKTPOHOB OT 
pacna,10B w ➔ ev 11 z ➔ e + e - ' 1111MnyJibCbl 3Tl1X 3JieKTpOHOB 6y,1yT 113Mep51TbC51 TpeKOBOH Cl1CTe
MOH. PO)K,1eH11e WT Z-6030110B B pp-B3a11M0,1eiiCTB1151X np11 vS = 40 T3B 6&IJIO CM0,1en11p0Ba110 C 
noMOW:&JO nporpaMM PYTHIA 11 JETS ET. Mo,1en11poBaH11e noKa3&rnaeT, qTo l1Ji51 06nacr11 I T/ I < 2 ,5 
rnKa51 Kan116poBKa noTpe6yeT no KpaiiHeii Mepe 1 He,11enro. M&1 npe,1J1araeM MeTOJl llJ!51 KaJI116poBK11 
a,1pOHIIOl'O KaJIOp11MeTpa B COCTaBe yCTaHOBKl1 soc IlOCJie KaJI116pOBKl1 3JieKTpOManmTHOl'O KaJIO
p11MeTpa. Ilp1111CilOJib30BaHl111 peaKIJ,11H p + p ➔ z)( e + e -) +jet, ,MO)KHO B0CCTaHOBl1Tb 11MilYJibC 

z) (llJ!51 M0,1&1 z) ➔ e+ e-) B 3.M. Kanop11~eTpe. ,n:anee Ha,10 11cnoJI&30BaT& 6anaHc nonepeqHoro 
11MnyJI&Ca ,IJISI onpe,1eJieHl15111MilYJibCa CTpy1111 KaJI116pOBKl1 a,1pOHHOl'O KaJIOp11MeTpa. Mo,1en11po
BaH11e noKa3hIBaeT, qrn TaKa51 KaJI116pOBKa MO)KeT 6&ITb npoBe,1eHa Ha soc 3a 2 MeC51IJ,a. 

Pa6orn B&monHeHa B Jia6oparnp111151,1epH&IX npo6neM OM.5Uf. 

Coo6w:eH11e Om,e,111HeHnoro 11HCTl1TYTa 51,1epHbIX 11ccne,10BaH11ii. ,n:y6Ha, 1994 
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The possibility of the SOC central e.m. calorimeter calibration in situ is considered. It is supposed 
that the calibration will be done by means of the isolated electrons from W ➔ ev and Z ➔ e + e - decays 
and the momenta of these electrons should be measured in the tracker. The production of W, Z bosons 
in the pp-interactions at vS = 40 TeV was simulated by PYTHIA and JETSET programs. Simulation 
shows that such calibration will take at least 1 week period for the region 11J I < 2.5. We propose a 
method of the e.m. calorimeter using for the hadron calorimeter calibration. It is possible to calibrate 
the hadron calorimeter in situ after the e.m. calorimeter calibration. For the reactions 
p + p ➔ z)(e+ e-) + jet we could reconstract zP momentum (via zP ➔ e+ e- mode) with the e.m. 
calorimeter. Then the balance of the transverse momentum will be used to obtain the jet momentum 
and thus to calibrate calorimeter. Simulation shows that such calibration will take about 2 month period. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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1 SDC e.m. calorimeter calibration using 
electrons from decays of W and Z bosons 

The simulation of W - e nu and Z - e e decays was carried out by PYTHIA 5.5 
code. W, Z production cross sections ( o-(W) = 304; 5 nb, a-(Z) = 98, 3 nb 
at -./S = 40 TeV) were taken from 1990 LHC Workshop [1]. The Branching 
Ratios we used 

Br R (W -+ ev ) = 10.5 % 
Br R (Z-+ e+e- ) = 3.245 % 
are taken from [2]. When simulation the segmentation d0 =def>= 0.05 of 

the SDC central e.m. calorimeter was used. It is supposed th~t the SSC is 
running at a luminosity of 1.E+33 1/(s*cm**2). 

The requirements for the energyresolution a-(E)/E = a/./E EB b for the 
SDC barrel e.m. calorimeter are: a=0.14, b=0.01, and for the end cap one are 
a=0.17, b=0.01 [3]. Accordingly to the estimated e.m. calorimeter constant 
term budget [3] it is seen that the contribution of the estimated error on the 
tower to tower calibration should be about 0.2 %. To provide that the ca:Ii
bration coefficients for the e. m. calorimeter should be measured not \vorse 
than with 0.2 % accuracy. Let's denott; by S the e.m. calorimeter signal, P -
the electron momentum measured at the tracker and C - the e.rri.calorimeter 
calibration coefficient. The energy reconstructed in the e.m. calorimeter is 
E=CS. On the other side P=E and C=P /S. From those equation we obtain 
that . 

a-( C)/C = a-( P)/ P EB a-(S)/ S (1) 

In this work using the PYTHIA generator at -./S = 40 TeV we obtained 
energy and angle distributions for W -+ ev and Z -+ e+e-. decay electrons. 
Let's now estimate what time takes the calibration of the e.m. calorimeter 
using e+ and e- from W -+ ev decays near the 'T/ = 0, 'T/ = 1.4 and 'T/ = 2.5 
ranges (see Fig. 01). 

For the range close to 'T/ = 0 one can conclude from the Fig.02 that the 
mean electron energy is about 36 GeV'. In [3] it was found that Pt resolution 
of the tracker is about 0. 7 % at those energy and pseudorapidity. The relative 
energy resolution is o-(S)/S = 14/J3f; EB 1 = 2.5%. As a result, according 
to equation (1), a-(C)/C = 0.7% EB 2.5% = 2.6%. Measuring the error of the 
mean of calibration coefficient to 0.1 % accuracy requires about 700 electrons 
per tower. We obtained that the yield of e+ and e- at the 'T/ = 0 is about 



2E+04 events/(cell*year). The cell is d'f/ x def>= 0.05 x 0.05 segment of the 
e.m. calorimeter. The accelerator year is l.E+07 sec. So per one second it 
will be about 2.E-03 electrons/cell and the 700 electrons will be collected in 
5 days. 

- The analogical calculations w~re done for the 'f/ regions close to 'f/ = 1.4 
and 'f/ = 2.5. The estimation of the central e.m. _calorimeter calibration time 
by isolated electrons (positrons) from W -t ev decays could be represented 
in the next table 

--

rapidity region 
barrel e.m. endcap e.m. 
calorimeter calorimeter 

center 'f/ = 0. edge 'f/ = 1.4 'ff= 2.5 
mean e± 
energy ( Ge V) 36 60 70 
Pt tracker 
resoluti~n (%) 0.7 1. 1. 
e.m. calorimeter 
energy- resolution 

a(S)/S(%) 2.5 2.8 2.3 
number of the e± 

per ( tower*year) 2. * 104 1.6 * 104 1.3 *'.104 

__ calibration time 
-(days) - ' 5 7 6 
- -

OUlG be noticeohere that the results we obtained do-nottake into 
account W trigge~ efficiency and efficiency of the isolated -electron detection. 

The e.i:n. _ cal~rimeter calibration using the Z -t e+ e- decays also can 
be done. At this case the rate of events is about 10 % · that of W ~ ev 
decays. Towers with I 'f/ I> 2.5 are away from the silicon and barrel straw
tube tracker rapidity coverage [3]. Magnetic field at I 'f/ I> 2.5 is about 3 
times lower than for I 'f/ I< 1.5 region [3]. For that reason, in the rapidity 
range 2.5 <I 'f/ I< 3.0, one of the acceptable ways would be the calibration 
with Z -t e+e- decays using the invariant mass constraint. 

The results of the W -t ev and Z -t e+e- decays simulation permit to 
estimate that in-situ calibration of the SDC central e.m. calorimeter will 
take at least one week for the rapidity region J 'f/ I< 2.5 . 

-. 
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2 Central hadron calorimeter in situ calibra
tion using p + p -+ zo + jet interactions 

This process is realized via subprocesses : 
- - 0 

f;+f;-tg+Z, 
f; + g - f; + zo 
in the PYTHIA code. . 
The cross section at E(CMS)= 40 TeV is 98.3 nb for zo production . 

2.1 zo--+ e+e- acceptance 

As it said in the Technical Design Report (TDR) the dilepton SDC trigger 
will demand Pt > 20 GeV and I 'f/ I< 2.5 for each lepton. These conditions 
were applied to the e+ e- from the zo decay in the p p -+ zo ( e+ e- ) + 
jets reactions. 

We have obtained 43 % for acceptance of such reactions using 100 % 
efficiency for each electron detection under the above mentioned conditions 
on the Pt and eta,for electrons. This acceptance vs. eta of zo eta is shown 
in Fig. 03 ( upper plot ). The TDR said that the global e efficiency within 
the detector acceptance is 85 % for analyses requiring isolated leptons. But 
in the case where the analyses requires two such leptons reconstructing to on 
shell Z boson, the lepton identification cuts are relaxed for the second lepton, 
and the efficiency for the second lepton is taken to be 95 %. So for zo - e+ e
the e+e- registration efficiency will be 85 % * 95 % = 80 %. 

The acceptance for the reactions pp-+ z0 (e+e-) + jets will be 43 % 
* 80 % = 34 %. 

2.2 Jet selection 

We used the procedure for jet clustering in the whole eta, phi range. We 
have used three values as the parameters of the jet. They are Pt(l) for 
leader particle, R- radius of the cone in eta-phi space and Pt(jet) for the jet. 

The hadron with its Pt above Pt(l) is used as the initial jet center. All 
particles inside of a cone with the radius R, centered on the initial axis direc
tion are included to form a jet. The new axis direction is recalculated using 
these selected particles weighted by Pt. Then the new hadron set is defined 
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• in the cone with the new axis and radius R. This algorithm was repeating 
until the change of the jet direction in the iteration procedure does not ex
ceed 0.1 in eta-phi space. This algorithm allows to correct determination of 
the Pt jet center independently of the starting axis direction. If the Pt for 
the selected jet is more than the cut Pt(jet) the jet is accepted. Then the 
multitude of the particles inside of that cone with radius R is terminated and 
the search for the next jet is restarted. 

We notice here that the number of the selected jets strongly depends on 
the parameters Pt(l), Pt(jet). But the jet characteristics are mainly defined 
by the Pt(jet) _and R parameters . 

2.3 Jet characteristics 

We apply the jet selection algorithm to the events accepted by the trigger. 
We used selection criterions R=0.6, Pt(1)=5 GeV, Pt(jet)=lO GeV. We also 
selected events with Pt(Z0

) > 10 GeV. The thresholds on the Pt values were 
applied to select the events without very wide and diffusive jets. 

The jet multiplicity is shown in Fig. 03, lower picture. Then only the 
events with one jet satisfying the above critericms are chosen. Some charac
teristics of the events with zo are represented in Fig. 04. The event trans
verse energy which is got by the jet is about 17% for the events with zo ( 
Fig. 04, lower plot). So we could expect some "background" of accompaning 
particlies in the case of the zo -jet events. 

The upper plot on the Fig.05 represents the <j) angle difference between 
the jet and the zo. The selected jets are mainly in the opposite direction 
of z0

• The Et(jet) - Pt(Z0
) and Et(jet)/Pt(Z0 ) spectra are shown on the. 

bottom .on the Fig. 05. We used the Et(jet) value instead of the Pt(jet) 
because the first one is the measured value. 

The Fig. 06 represents the characteristics of the selected jets. 

2.4 The time estimation for the hadron calorimeter 
· calibration 

To obtain the rate N of events with one acceptable jet we used the following 
parameters: 

a(p + p---+ zo +jet)= 98.3 nb at the E(CMS)=40 TeV 
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LU:minosity(L) = l.E+33 1/( cm2 *s) 
Br Ratio (Br Z ---+ e+ e- ) = 3.25 % 
Acceptance ( zo ---+ e+e- ) = 34 % 
Coefficient of the event selection ( good jets ) C.jet = 22 %. This coef

ficient is the percent of events with only one jet relative to the number of 
accepted (by trigger conditions) events. 

The rate is: 
N = a * L * Br * Acceptance * C.j'et = 0.24 events/s 
The constant term for the barrel hadron cal. should be 6 % according to 

the Technical Design Report. We assume that the calibration coefficients for 
the hadron cal. should be defined with 2 % accuracy. 

, We will obtain the jet transverse energy using the distribution Et(jet) /Pt(Z0
) 

(see Fig.05, lower plot), it gives us a relative accuracy of 31 %. The mean 
Et of the selected jets is about 40 GeV ( seeFig. 06, right lower plot ). 

The relative accuracy ~f the barrel hadron cal. energy' measurement is 
67%/v'40EB 6 % = 12 %. So the total relative accuracy for the calorimeter 
calibration coefficients aC / C = 31 % EB ,12% = 33 %. We need also to take 
into account the accuracy of the z0 Pt reconstruction from the zo ---+ e+ C 

decay . 
2 % precision in mean values of calorimeter calibration coefficients aC /C 

needs 280 events with 33 % r.m.s. of measured calorimeter calibration co-
. efficient distributions. The central hadron calorimeter has 60 (eta) * 64 ( 
phi ) = 3840 cells. If we demand 280 events for each cell it will take a total 
of l.1E+06 events on the calorimeter. The time needed is 1.1E+06/0.24 = 
4.6E+06 s = 54 days ~ 2 months. 

This rough estimate gives 2 months for hadron calorimeter calibration on 
the 2 % accuracy level. Higher precision calibration time estimates obviously 
need to consider questions connected to zo Pt reconstruction, hadron shower 
sharing ( R=0.6 means a matrix 12*12 elements ) and ·subdivision of the 
calorimeter on the e.m., and two hadronic parts. 
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3 Barrel calorimeter jet response compare 

to electron and pion 

A highly detailed description of the central SDC calorimeter [4] allows us to 
compare signals from jets, electrons and hadrons. The set of single jets was 
simulated using LUlENT routine from the PYTHIA / JETSET generator. 
The u - quark was used as the jet initiated parton. 

The tracking system and coil in front of the calorimeter were simulated 
with the magnetic field turned on. 

We can see using the Pythia generator that the mean jet Et is about 40 
GeV in the case where jet opposite to the zo ( see Fig 06, lower right plot 
). We simulate the set of single jets with E=50 GeV at the eta = 0.15. The 
jets were started toward to the center of the hadron calorimeter tower. The 
single pions and electrons were started with E = 50 GeV at the same eta 
and phi values for the calorimeter response comparison. We remind that the 
central hadron calorimeter consists of the two parts with varying steel plate 
thickness. Fig. 07 shows the energy deposition in the scintillator for e.m., 
hadron(l) and hadron(2) calorimeter parts from incident 50 GeV electrons, 
hadrons and jets. The left upper plot on the Fig. 07 gives us the calibration 
coefficient for the e.m. calorimeter at eta = 0.15 . If we take a look on the 
left lower plot on the same Figure we can see that jet loses about 50 % of 
it's energy in the e.m. calorimeter while the hadron loses about 25 % . 

4 Conclusion 

The results of the W --+ ev and Z --+ e+e- decays simulation permit to 
conclude that ·SDC central e.m. calorimeter in-situ calibration will .take at 
least one week for the rapidity region I T/ I< 2.5 . 

Some estimates were made of the central hadron calorimeter _in situ cal
ibration time using the jet opposite to the z0 • We showed that accordingly 
to the PYTHIA generator there are no such pure events i.e. events which 
have only the zo and the compact jet in the opposite direction: each event 
has some accompaning "background" in the form of low energy jets and sin
gle particles. For the zo / jet events the calibration of the hadron central 
calorimeter takes a couple of months. 
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Figure 1. The general view of the SDC set-up. The direction with T/ 
= 0., 1.4 and 2.5 are shown. 
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Figure 2. The upper pictures represent the energy spectrum against 
the 0 angle for e± from W --+ ev decays. The lower pictures show slices from 
upper plot for ( 0. - 0.42 ) and ( 1.36 - 1. 78 ) 0 ranges. 
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Figure 4. Characteristics of the events with zo. Total Et is Et for the 
calorimeter acceptance region i.e. I T/ I< 6. 
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characteristics of the selected jets (ZO c:ose) 
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Sc energy deposition in the e.m. and hodron 1, 2 colorimeters 

e.m. color. hadron 1 color. hadron 2 color. 
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Figure 7. Energy deposition in the scintillator of the e.m and hadronic 
calorimeters for 50 GeV e-, 1r- and jets. 
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